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About This Game

Shadows of War is a 2D Real-Time Strategy sidescroller game.
The game combines classical RTS elements with new ideas into a 2D game.

Fight in massive battlefields against your worst foe!
Challenge your friends in a 1v1 battle, show them who is in control.

Some maps also have unique elements, that requires you to change your tactics. The bigger the map, the harder it will be. You
always need to have an eye on every section of the map. Be fast to take counter measures of the enemy's attacks!

The game also offers the Hardcore mode, for old-school gamers that needs a challenge.
You are low on money, which means you can order less units onto the battlefield.

Support strikes will be rarely used, since they're costing too much.
Keep track of your tickets, you can't lose a single one!

You really need to do everything to prevent the enemy from marching into your land.
Always do your best! Else, loosing can't be prevented.

Remember the good old days, where games hadn't got any XP system?
You only played for fun, not for unlocks or that stuff? Like that?
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Then SoW is the perfect game for you, no DLC, no XP, no Micro-Transactions.

1944, a German Science project, was sealed and hidden.
It was never meant to be found. But in 2013, a new Federal Chancellor was elected.
Then, old research projects were activated again, this is where everything began...

One of the projects, were a bomb, not a casual one.
They built the bomb after the blueprints they've found.

Then they tested it, the bomb detonated successfully, with a devastating effect.
A world was left, that were pushed into the shadows, no hope, no life as it is known.
Nations in despair, began to wage war. The world, at the brink of total destruction.

Now we are here. No alliances, all fighting for survival.
Russia, now facing Germany again, on the battlefields of Europe.
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Title: Shadows of War
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
TRI.G
Publisher:
TRI.G
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 or later

Memory: 512 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 350 MB available space

English
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Game looks great and has plenty of potenial. Can't wait to see what you have coming in the future.. Grabbed this while on sale
as an alternative to Cities Skylines and simcity4. Waste of money. This game is worse than cities XL series. Stay away.. This
game is absolute crap. Don't waste your money. I wish I had bought this after Steam's refund policy changed, that way I could at
least get my money back.. This game is just so great. The ability to not pass levels is just great. I also love the game being just a
loading screen.. If you like playing loud, this is a great pack that comes with 3 powerful LMGs, and a RAMBO mask which is a
must have.

However the knifes suck.. You like cats? You like puzzles? If yes, then buy this game right meow.
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In the same vain as the first two games, Alien Breed 3 pits you, Conrad, against the genius insanity of Dr. Klien. Then gameplay
is exactly what you would expect from the Alien Breed games, with the surroundings keeping true to the previous games style.
My only gripe with the game is the ending, as I felt it was sudden and left quite a lot to be desired; almost made the entire series
feel overly pointless; but you can be the judge for yourself as I still recommend playing.. There is so much wrong with Kingdom
Games\u2019 loosely Biblical, Action-RPG FIVE: Champions of Canaan, that it is seemingly difficult to know where to begin in
assessing it. The game comes on the heels of its predecessor \u2013 FIVE: Guardians of David \u2013 but falls completely flat in
comparison.

Story

King David has become aware that the conquered Ammonites have erected arenas and have been using them to continue their
blood sacrifices to their god \u2013 Moloch \u2013 under the guise of arena combat. You \u2013 under the command of
Hushai, David\u2019s agent, are meant to fight and make a name for yourself in the arenas to \u2018disrupt such
blasphemy.\u2019

Most of the backstory is introduced via the opening cinematic. Once thrust into the game, the story continues in the form of
quests. The problem is that the game propels the story forward at a tremendously slow pace. You have to unlock new story
quests by completing arena combat. But after a while the combat becomes so grindy that you inevitably lose all conviction to
propel the story forward.

Gameplay

The game does allow you to customize your character, which includes a host of options, such as \u2013 gender, Biblical
lineage, skin\/hair color, name, etc.

The gameplay and its mechanics will be familiar to most Action-RPG players. A unique difference to most games within the
genre is that you can equip all the different weapon\/armor types right from the get go. With each different weapon type
equipped, you get a new set of skills to use. You immediately get two basic skills per weapon type but have to invest kills into
that weapon type in order to unlock four additional skills. It\u2019s important to note that when you unlock skills, you
unlock them permanently. They are not bound to the weapon you\u2019re using but the type of weapon.

The mechanics can be enjoyable at times until you look underneath the paint. You\u2019ll experience mobs getting stuck on
walls\/edges, poor pathfinding, weapons that don\u2019t behave as they should. The bow isn\u2019t able to perform critical
strikes as an example despite having a skill that boosts critical chance.

Graphics

Dull and uninspiring compared to its predecessor. There are only several arenas in the game and one small main hub area
and the texture work is very poor in addition to missing shadows in some areas.

Music\/Sound

Nothing particularly note-worthy when it comes to the music. However, some of the sounds feel like they are placeholders
from earlier in development and break what little immersion the game tries to create.

Achievements

As of writing this, I can say with certainty that there are at least three bugged achievements. There are probably more but I
haven\u2019t tested more of the ones I suspect of being broken. So for achievement hunters, I do recommend you steer clear
for the time being.

Conclusion

FIVE: Champions of Canaan comes across as a game that could\u2019ve worked as a DLC to its predecessor \u2013 if
scaled down and reworked. Instead, I feel what we\u2019ve gotten is a game that is needlessly bloated, grindy and wholly
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deserving of the question: \u2018what\u2019s the point?\u2019. Honestly this was an enjoyable game multiplayer was a bit
dry because there was not that many players ( I came late to the party) but never the less it was a very fun game to play
storyline I give it an ok.

This game is like battlefields ugly twin sister, you would hit that but only with a paper bag.

Story-7/10
Multiplayer-8.5/10
Final verdict 7/10

Buy on sale if you want to enjoy it but not like you regret hitting the ugly sister

also it takes 14 hours to beat the main mission. The graphics are appealing, but no wasteland exploration game yet. As far as
I can tell, you can only duel.. A hauntingly wonderful story about a broken family that takes a bit longer to rise the story arc
then the first Layers of Fear.
Intelligent writing, obscene imagery, an incredible beautiful soundtrack and high quality voice acting.
The story is a bit more cryptic and to get the full understanding the reading of notes is necessary.
I love all the games from Bloober so far and this makes no difference, the last chapters are the strongest in my opinion.
If you liked the first one give this a chance, just be patient with how slow the story unfolds and you won't be disappointed.
<3 Thank you, Bloober Team. Why there are only 160 achievements, I'm not paid for that. I'm getting a refund.. I didn't like
it, the whole view is like looking through a fish bowl and it seriously hurt my eyes. It doesn't feel natural. Not very
interactive. Came across a few bugs such as jet pack sticking etc.. Control is no issue, just use keybinds to switch characters,
use q,w,e,r, for powers, space for amulet, rings do their thing, just picking the right ones is the task there. Mouse to aim and
move, couldent be easier, and responce is fine, unless you get mixed about who your on or something dumb. Tab also switches
who you are controlling.
 Game has easy starts to chapters, shows lvl you should be to go. the higher lvls are tough, and I couldent see you letting it
play itself with out being killed in a few seconds, without using proper strategy. is Not a clicker. more like Diablo with
chapters and diffeculty settings.
 I do have complaints about map size, a bit small in spots, gets tight to fight in, but adds to battle sometimes. Not really a
problem to backtrack to a crossroads or path split, as they are not too big of maps. Sometimes pathfinding on non-controled
avatar gets blocked for a sec or two by pets, but works pretty good.
 The inventory is painfully small, and with just the opportunity to junk, no crafting that i have found, but have not finished
the first run thru yet. would be nice to pull gems and have bank or something, and ability to craft.
 I wondered at first about this party control, but when fighting the troll, opened the fun up, as I adapted to control and had a
blast fighting him, the game is too easy in parts, but as it does ramp up, I see no problems so far with pacing.
 I will continue to play, I am enjoying it, and looking forward to getting deeper into it.. I'd love to play this. The idea looks
grand, however it is multiplayer only and there are 0 players online in the middle of the day (US) on a Sunday. Hopefully it
gets more popular, but for right now, this isn't a game at all.. To be honest, i wasnt expecting much from this game. i just
expected some puzzles and a story. but Able black is honestly so much more. the story really invests you, and brings out a lot
of emotion. the puzzles are quite easy at first, but get quite tricky as time go by. normally im not too into puzzle games, but
having an entire story accompany the puzzles, makes them so much more interesting. the plot twist really took me surpise, and
honestly left me auidibly going

 "wait...oh....oh!"

its a very interesting game, with great atmosphere, and nice little secrets here and there. good job Skot
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